Library Support for Overseas Collection Development Trips

Policy Statement:
The University Library provides support for the acquisition and processing of materials required to support the research and teaching mission of the University. In most cases, these items are available through vendors or distributors located or conducting business in the United States. In cases where vendors are located abroad, the vast majority offer services to libraries in the United States. However, there exists a long tradition among research libraries of supporting buying trips in order to enable subject experts an opportunity to identify and acquire resources that are not easily acquired from the United States.

In an effort to better support the disciplinary needs of scholars, the University Library endeavors to provide support for a limited number of collection development trips. In order to maximize its resources, the University Library seeks to partner its resources with those of programs and centers on campus. Pending availability of funding, the University Library will typically contribute funds to supplement the travel and acquisition costs associated with one buying trip per fiscal year. It is the University Library’s intention to distribute this support in an equitable manner – not excluding repeat trips in support of a particular center or programmatic area, but not necessarily encouraging them at the expense of other disciplinary needs.

The purpose of a collection development trip must be to acquire materials for the University Library’s collections; therefore, University Library support for such trips will be limited to University Library personnel. Combining the buying trip with either vacation time or conference attendance is allowed, if coordinated with the University Library and the appropriate units within the University Library (see Buying Trip Support & Leave Request Form).

Identification of support for buying trips shall be made annually through application to the University Librarian’s Office. This application will be made in late spring for travel to take place between July and March of the following fiscal year.

Prior to travel, approved trips will require the completion of a contract between the University Library and sponsoring department or program. The librarian receiving approved travel will be expected to make appropriate arrangements with the University Library’s Office of Collections, Business Office, and Acquisitions Unit to ensure that all required documentation and spending arrangements are resolved well in advance of projected travel dates.

Upon completion of the trip, it is expected that a report will be provided to the University Library regarding the materials acquired. As an agent of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the sponsored librarian is responsible for appropriate documentation of all travel-related expenses upon completion of the trip.
Related Resources:
Overseas Collection Development Trip Support & Leave Agreement
Application for Financial Support for International Collection Development Trips
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